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I. Dedication:  NAVAL ACTION is dedicated as a token of remembrance and respect to our Allied sailors, airmen, and soldiers, who fought, suffered, and died in the great
wars against Axis aggression at sea.

II. Introduction:  I conceived NAVAL ACTION to be a fast, simple system to resolve
naval combat©©specifically, naval Ã ÃsurfaceÄ Ä combat©©during my rather prolonged
introduction to naval miniatures wargaming in the Portland (Oregon) Armory in 1983. 
With the playtesting help of my son, Robert, and friends back in Juneau (Alaska) and
here in Illinois, NAVAL ACTION has resulted.

Scenarios provided are for the World War II era, although it is easy enough to make
your own, for whatever period you prefer.

III. Components and Components Needed:

  A. Components:
    1. NAVAL ACTION Rule Booklet.
    2. NAVAL ACTION Action Card.
	1 master and 2 cardstock copies:  make more for your own use, as needed.
    3. NAVAL ACTION Game Design Commentary and Scenarios Booklet.
    4. NAVAL ACTION Master List of World War II Ship Classes.
    5. NAVAL ACTION Unmounted Ship and Aircraft Marker Sheets.
	Scissor them out.  (Mounting them is advisable, but not essential.)  Masters are
provided for you to make more for your own use, as needed.

  B. Playing Aids Needed to Be Made or Acquired:

One or more pair(s) of dice:  One die white and one colored, preferably red.
Paper and pens/pencils to record movement, torpedofire, and gunfire per turn.
Good quality string cut and knotted to (gunfire and) torpedo ranges.
Cotton or stuffing, to simulate smokescreens or burning/damage.
One or more tape measures, for measuring range and movement distances.
One or more clear protractors for angles of fire and movement.
Clear plastic page covers, to cover the ship status sheets upon which you mark damage and ammunition expended.
Washable ink markers to mark the same.
Optional:  Colored or marked golf tees to indicate a gun battery's target and/or torpedo hits.

  B. The model ships.
    1. Choice of scale:  See VI. Matters of Scale, below.
    2. Sources:  See XVIII.B. Model Ship Manufacturers, below.
    3. Care of Model Ships:
      a. If you are transporting your model ships, pack them very carefully.  NEVER send them through the mail or airline baggage, unless they are individually packaged.
      b. If you are playing on the floor, rope off the playing area to prevent passers through and make sure that everyone takes off their shoes.  That way, if some clod
step on a ship, you can at least have the satisfaction of seeing his foot run
through by the ship's mast(s).

  C. Creating Ship Status Sheets:
If you wish to create ship status sheets for battles (or hypothetical scenarios)
other than the few provided, you will need to model them on the masters provided,
using copies of the blank ship status sheet master.

IV. Establishing Victory Conditions:
Actually, there is a good case to be made for not establishing clearcut victory
conditions for your battle:  Historically, victory was often hard to determine,
regardless of who sank the most ships, and a confused outcome can lead to endless
chiding ... and rematches.
However, in a game convention setting, clearcut levels of victory and performance can
be important.  When determining outcome values, though, the person(s) doing so should
keep in mind the levels of victory, as well:  tactical and strategic.  (For example, the
Japanese cruiser force which sank 4 Allied heavy cruisers - with no loss to itself! - on the night of 8/9 August 1942 clearly won a tactical victory.  However, it then fled
the area leaving its strategic target©©the Allied invasion fleet of transports and
freighters©©unmolested.)

Many historical battles were quite unbalanced, such as the successful defense of an
Allied convoy to Malta by British light cruisers and destroyers which were attacked by
heavy units of the Italian fleet in the Second Battle of Sirte, 22 March 1942.  Another
example was the Battle of the Kommandorski Islands, 26 March 1943.  In such situations,
the ratio of ships' strengths can be calculated, using NAVAL ACTION'S "Comparative
Strength" (CS) table, and the losses of the stronger opponent multiplied by that, to the
weaker's advantage.

For example, two heavy cruisers having a combined value of 10 attacking two destroyers
with a combined value of 4 would have a 2.5:1 strength superiority.  If one ship from
each side was sunk, the destroyer commander would then get 12.5 (tactical) victory
points, while the cruiser commander only got the normal 2.  (Obviously, though, a
transport having a very weak fighting value - for the combat strength comparison - would
usually have a much higher individual victory value if it was sunk, and that should be
agreed upon before action begins.)

Generally, half of a ship's Comparative Strength should be awarded to the other side,
if it suffers Heavy Damage (HD).  Of course, if it was damaged in a night action in
waters completely dominated by enemy airpower during the following day - as that Japanese
cruiser force commander believed his situation to be, on the night of 8/9 August 1942 - Heavy Damage may have to be ruled as fatal and as valuable as an outright sinking. 
These are matters of judgment, which the game organizer(s) must consider.

V. Historical Conditions and Scenarios:

The conditions of a specific scenario should be "historical," whether or not the
scenario itself ever actually took place.  I mean, for example, that a battle set in
1939-1940 should not have radar-assisted guns.  Conversely, by 1944 most British
battleships' spotting float-planes had been left ashore - radar being ppreferred as an
assist to gun accuracy.
Also, out of respect to history, a World War II warship sunk in 1941 usually should
not appear in a 1944 scenario - in the historical context of the actual war.  (However,
there may be highly hypothetical scenarios or even WWI vs. WWII ship comparison-games,
wherein any ship goes.)
Sometimes even better than re-fighting historical battles is fighting the battles that
nearly - indeed, should have - occurred.  The one best source for the listings of ships in
World War II battles and near-battles is Chronology of the War at Sea, 1939-1945, rev.
1992 ed., by Juergen Rohwer and Gerhard Hummelchen.  This should be available in any
good, large library reference collection.  (World War I naval battles were few enough
that specific books should provide the necessary information.)

Another option is to use strategic boardgames - preferably simple ones, like The Avalon
Hill Game Company's War at Sea or Victory in the Pacific or my own Guadalcanal game, Sky, Sea, and JUNGLE, about Guadalcanal - to bring ships to (tactical) battle.

Remember that there may be special conditions to be included in scenarios.  For
example, in the Battle of Sunda Strait, 28Feb/1Mar42, the USS HOUSTON had only 20 shells
per 8" gun left - barely 2 turns of firing - and, in fact, only her 6 bow 8" guns
operational.  And in its final moments BISMARCK could only make 10 or so knots speed and
had lost its steering control and thus moved in random directions.

VI. Matters of Scale:

  A. Distance:
For purposes of discussion, small-scale ships will be considered to be 1:4800 to
1:2400 (400 to 200 feet per inch), medium-scale ships will be 1:1200 (100 feet per
inch), and large-scale ships will be 1:720 to 1:600 (60 to 50 feet per inch) or larger. 
Thus, a 600-foot-long cruiser would be 1.5" to 3" at small scale, 6" at medium scale, or
10" to 12" at large scale.  (NOTE:  The ship icons on the cardboard ship markers
provided are at 1:12,000 scale, which is 333 yds. per inch.)

This is important to playability:  Whereas a small©scale ship could comfortably fit on
a large (dining room) table, medium- and larger-scaled ships will need a floor area.  I
recommend the following range/movement scales:

For tabletop play:  333 yds. per cm - i.e., 3cm per 1000 yds./.5cm per knot.

For floor play:  333 yds. per inch - i.e., 3" per 1000 yds./.5" per knot.

For large-scale floorplay:  167 yds. per inch - i.e., 6" per 1000 yds./1" per knot.

  B. Time and distance:

Whereas a strategic turn may represent from an hour to as much as 3 months, a tactical
turn should represent about 5 or 6 minutes.  A lot could happen in 5 minutes in a WWII
naval battle - particularly at night - with ships slewing around at combined, converging
speeds of as much as 70 miles per hour, while quick-firing and -launching highly
destructive ammunition.

Now, a nautical knot is about 2000 yds.  Thus, a ship traveling at 30 knots per hour
travels about 1000 yds. per minute.  In floor play, that would be 3" per minute, or 15"
per 5 minutes - giving us a floor speed rate (for large-scale play) of .5" per knot.

VII. The Game-Turn Sequence Of Play (SOP):

Refer to the SOP on the Action Card.  Following, is a description of the phases:

  A. Plot Movement and Allocate Gunnery, Bombing, and Long©Range Torpedo Attacks:

    1. On a sheet of paper, mark down this (tactical) turn's number and historical time of day.

    2. On this worksheet, write down your movement, gunfire, and torpedo commands to your group(s) of ships.

You may refer to your group(s) of ships in any way you wish - for example: 
BatDiv1, WARSPITE Gp, DDs - as long as there is no confusion.

Commands to your group of ships should be in actual inches (or cms) moved and
degree©angles of turns from the leading ship's course.

NOTE:  For all purposes - movement, turns, range, etc. - a model ship's location is plotted from where the stem of its bow enters the water.  If you are instead using
the rectangular cardboard ship markers provided, instead of models, the intersection
of the centerline with the bow edge of the marker is used.  Turns are made at the
point of the turn.

Turns are understood to be either:

Column turns         or, if specified,     Flank (Fl) turns
L(eft) 90°                                    FL L 90°

FOR EXAMPLE:  CruDiv2: 4", R 30°, 8"     DDs:  6", FL 60° L, SMOKE, 10"

... which would mean Cruiser Division 2 4" straight ahead, then 30  turn to the
right maintaining column formation, and then 8" straight ahead.  Destroyers 6"
straight ahead, then 60° flank turn (made simultaneously by all DDs), and then begin
making smoke and moving 10" straight ahead.

TURNS:  For each 60° (and portion thereof) turned, subtract from the distance moved, overall, with the scale to each inch/cm lost being:  100:3, 166:2, 333:1, and 667:0.5  I usually omit turning radius, but anyone wanting to include it should keep in mind that it could be as much as 1,000 yards (in the case of British COUNTY class heavy cruisers - TRIBAL class destroyers' being no less than 800 yds!)

Historical Note:  A FL 180° turn would be the fabled "High Seas Fleet Battle Turnaway," which required an exceptionally high level of skill and training.

     3. Record your intent to launch any torpedoes, and plot the (two-turn) firings of longrange torpedoes, such as the Japanese 24" "Long Lance" - listing the arc/direction from the firing ship's current course and the number of torpedoes being fired.  
FOR EXAMPLE:  In World War II scenarios, torpedo batteries may be aimed at targets at any angle along the battery's side - with centerline mounts able to aim in any direction:  WWII
torpedoes were gyro-directed.  In prior scenarios, the targets must be within the same necessary angles as for gun batteries - see below.

    4. At this time, also, record the actual movement/appearance of aircraft and the appearance and location of any submarines ... and plot the latter's movement.

NOTE:  After the end of this phase, the movement plots cannot be changed without your opponents' permission.

    5. Allocate Gunfire and Air Attacks (and Submarine Detection©©see Rule  below):

Battery by battery (as listed on the ship status sheet and indicating caliber, if
there is more than one on the ship), allocate gunfire to targets, recording that in
writing (or by placing battery fire markers next to their targets).  A battery may
fire at more than one ship per turn only if a high enough shooting result is rolled. 
Separate battleship and cruiser main batteries may shoot at 2 different targets, one
within the bow (BOW) battery angles of fire and one within the stern (STN) battery
angles of fire.  Each side battery may shoot at no more more than one target.

Batteries are:  BOW (BOW), C (Centerline), STN (STerN), L (Left side), and R
(Right side).  BOW batteries cannot shoot within 35° of the STerN centerline.  STerN
batteries cannot shoot within 35° of the BOW centerline.  Centerline batteries
cannot shoot within 35° of either the BOW or the STerN.  Left and Right batteries
cannot shoot within 15° of either centerline.  There are also LB (Left Bow), RB
(Right Bow), LS (Left Stern), and RS (Right Stern) batteries.  They can shoot as
much as 15° to the other side of their own bow (0°) or stern (180°) centerline but
not within 60° of the other centerline.

FOR EXAMPLE:  "SCH/B&S 6 -> ALA".  Put a half circle (on the left side) around any firing which scored a hit (whether or not there was any penetration) last turn.
NOTE:  a. Do not measure the range to the target during this phase, before shooting.
(Of course, if the floor/table you are playing on happens to be divided
                 into regular squares, .... )
             b. After the end of this phase, these allocation plots cannot be changed.

    6. Element by element, allocate attacking aircraft to their ship targets.

    7. Using the separate Air Combat Tables (ACTs) below, resolve antiaircraft gunfire and aerial interception outcomes and determine whether or not any surviving attacking bombing aircraft elements attack now - before gunfire resolution - or later.  Bombers and torpedobombers surviving antiaircraft fire are allocated to their
targets.

  B. Track torpedoes - launched by ship, submarine, or aircraft:

Lay out the strings representing the tracks of any torpedoes you want resolved
against ships in this turn.  (Since Japanese 24" "Long Lance" torpedoes can travel for
two turns, and you may want to leave their course unmarked during their first turn of
movement, for the sake of surprise.  However, if they cross any ship's course during
this first turn, they must be tracked/revealed.)

Be sure to indicate the number of torpedoes being fired down each track.  Any one
torpedo mount's torpedoes may not be fired at more in more than one direction in the
same turn.

Torpedoes launched close-range at specific ships for automatic hit rresolution - see
the Action Card - must have their tracks laid in a way to guarantee interception of the
target ships, were they to maintain their current course and speed.

  C. Resolving Gunfire:
Guns having the highest rates of fire fire first and gunfire damage takes effect
immediately (possibly modifying the target ship's own gunnery accuracy and/or plotted
movement adversely) and before the firing of slower/larger guns.  (Damage from guns of
equal rates of fire is simultaneous.  All "On"/old guns fire at the same time,
regardless of caliber.)  Refer to the Action Card for GUNFIRE SEQUENCE.  Gun batteries of the same caliber and range which are shooting at the same target from the same ship must be combined.

    1. Quicker-firing guns shoot first, and new guns are quicker than "On"/old.  Roll 2 dice per battery firing - a white one for accuracy and a colored one for penetration.  Basically, you are rolling for as low a number on the "accuracy" white die as possible and as high a number on the red/colored die as possible.  (Think "pinpoint accuracy" and "maximum explosion.")

    2. Roll dice and ... if warranted ... check range:

If either the accuracy result on the white die or the penetration result on the
colored die is obviously inadequate, just go on to the next gunfire resolution
without wasting time on checking for accuracy.  Near hits - straddling - do not
count in this system.

Even if the target has been missed, it is "acquired" for the next turn's shooting - gunfire accuracy modifier 7 - unless it is beyond maximum range.

DEFINITION:  Close Range is 1/3 a gun battery's maximum range or less; Medium Range is 2/3s its maximum range or less (down to where Close Range begins, anyway); and Long Range is maximum range or less (down to where Medium Range begins).  Any fractions of these range limits or measurements made during the game are rounded up.

    3. Position your left thumb on the number "1," under the Gunfire Accuracy Modifiers track on the Action Card.  Position your right thumb on "6" on the Cumulative Gunnery Modifiers Track.  As you go down through the list of modifiers with your left thumb, keep track of the current modifier level with your right thumb.  NOTE:  On the righthand index, you automatically begin with an Accuracy result of "6."
NOTE:  Regarding modifier 9, the target receives benefit of Evasive Maneuvering only at Medium (-1) and Long (-2) ranges - not at Close Range.  The target would also get modifier 3's benefit, if it steaming at more than 30 knots, of course.

ALSO NOTE:  Because of poor gunpowder quality, any Italian ships suffer a further penalty of 1, to their accuracy.

    4. Hit or Miss Result:
A roll of "6" is an automatic MISS, even if your final, modified Accuracy result
ends up at 6 or higher.  If the white die's number is otherwise less than or equal
to your Accuracy result remaining after being modified, a HIT was made.  Even if
your modified Accuracy result was below "1", if you do roll a "1" you can still get
a hit if you can roll another "1".

Anytime a hit is made, make a complete circle around the gunfire allocation on your commands sheet, so that the battery will get an accuracy bonus for shooting at the same target next turn.
If the Accuracy result and then the Hit result are high enough - 3 to 5 - you will have scored multiple hits - indicated by the small number in the upper lefthand corner of the Accuracy result's box.  Even more, at 4 and 5, after resolving the Penetration of half the hits - fractions rounded down - you may switch the battery's fire at that instant to another target and immediately resolve it.  However, no more than 1 hit/penetration may result from this "second firing," regardless of the die roll.  (The second target will replace the first, as the "acquired" target, of course.)

    5. A separate Penetration result die roll must be made for each hit.  To resolve whether or not penetration was made, subtract the numerical value of the guns' caliber from the target ship's armor factor.  (Both factors are listed on their ships' status sheets.)  Locate the appropriate column under the "Shell/Torpedo Caliber/Factor minus Armor Class Differential" on the GUNFIRE/TORPEDO PENETRATION RESOLUTION table in the center of the Action Card, and check the colored die.
If that die shows a number which has a penetration result under its differential column, the target is damaged to the indicated degree - or even possibly sunk! Record damage, remembering that this damage does not yet affect (or preclude) enemy gunfire of the same caliber yet to be resolved.  Mark the firing ship's ammunition expenditure on its Ship Status Sheet.

NOTE:  The penetration result is shifted one row up, for Close Range fire and at Long Range against ships having "old" (weak deck) armor, indicated by an alphabetical "O," in front of the armor factor.  The (D) Damage result is active for Close Range gunfire, bombs, and torpedoes.

ALSO NOTE:  A penetration result of "1" is always a DUD, and see the Action Card for a dud's reduced effect.  There are also cumulative damage limits to inferior gun caliber differentials.  See the Action Card.

  D. Execute Plotted Ship Movements and Resolve Torpedo Hits:

Move the ships and submarines as plotted.  (For any ships having torpedoes which could be running for more than one turn, mark the ship's position at the start of this turn for possible referral to the torpedo firing source in the next turn.)  Resolve any intersection with torpedoes or other ships.  Torpedo and ship movement is considered simultaneous.

NOTE:  Some torpedo targets may be close enough - 3,000-3,333 yards - that possible interception is automatically assumed and must be resolved.

    1. Automatic Torpedo Hit Resolution:
If a torpedo target is within 3,333 yds. or is traveling at 4 knots or less at whatever range or is air©launched, the torpedo spread can be specifically aimed at the named ship, the torpedo track is plotted through it, and the number of hits probability against it is automatically resolved.

    2. Ship Movement and Torpedo Hit Resolution:

      a. To the best of their damage©modified ability, move ships.  Move first any ships which would be torpedoed first.  Note, however:  If these ships themselves may have launched longrange torpedoes whose launching and location the owning player wishes to keep secret, he may instead leave "previous turn ship markers," which indicate the ship's location and heading in the previous turn.  (It is a good idea to have the *rear* of the marker where the bow of the ship was, in its previous turn.  That way, you don't have to try to put the marker under the model.)

NOTE, HOWEVER:  If a longrange torpedo intersects with any ship - even that of a friendly ship - during its first turn, its track must be laid out at that moment.

      b. If a ship's course is intersected by that of a torpedo and the intersection point is roughly within the same 50% of the movement of each of them during that turn, roll two dice to resolve a possible hit:  a white die for the torpedo spread's hit possibility and a colored die for damage resolution.

EXAMPLE:  A torpedo with a range of 25" would not be able to "catch" a ship starting at a range of 20" and going in the same course - i.e., directly away from the torpedo-firing ship -18", itself.

      c. If the first ship to cross a ... say ... 3-torpedo spread is hit by one of them, then the spread becomes a 2©torpedo spread against any ships subsequently crossing it, and so forth.  If the torpedoes' course is within a 30° arc of the target ship's bow or stern, then divide the number of torpedoes attacking in half.

      d. A "spread" of torpedoes is arbitrarily considered to be about 1,333 yards wide -4"/cm, at 333 yards per inch scale - at its finish (or 2,667 yards - 8"cm - wide at the finish of its second turn, if it is a Japanese 24" torpedo.  Thus, it would be 667 yards - 2"/cm - wide at 1/2 its initial distance traveled, and 2000 yards - 6"/cm - wide halfway through its second turn of movement if it is a Japanese 24" torpedo.)  This is important, especially for head-on or "chasing" shots.

      e. Refer to the NUMBER OF HITS ON TARGET table under the TORPEDO FIRE RESOLUTION section on the Action Card to determine the number of torpedo hits made from each mount's spread.  Roll the die against each ship intersected, subtracting the torpedoes which already hit from later rolls/intersections.

NOTE:  On any spread's first roll, only, if a 6 is rolled, there is 1 wild coming back at the firing ship.  Roll again, on the "1 torpedo" column, to see if it hits.

    3. Torpedo Damage Resolution:  For 18", 21", and 24" torpedoes, the penetration factor is 6, 7, and 8, respectively.  All (D) results produce damage.  As in gunfire a die roll of 1 is a DUD ... as is a 2 for Germans before/during 1940 and U.S. ships before/during 1942.

Unlike Gunfire, even at a +7 differential torpedo DUDs produces no damage at all.

  E. Send Messages/Orders ©© Communications and Command Control:  Commanders whose flagships are within 12,000 yds - visual, "blinker light" range - of each other can communicate immediately, directly, and privately.  Otherwise, messages must be handwritten and "sent" in the Send Messages/Orders Phase  "Sent" messages are not "delivered" and read, though, until the next turn's Send Messages/Orders Phase.  Orders are similarly delayed to a ship under one's command which is in a separate subunit - detached because of serious damage, for example - but beyond the 12,000 yd. visual contact range.

  F. Attempt to Control Damage:  Damage can become Repaired and controlled/stabilized, become Controlled/stabilized, remain (still) Out of Control (to be rolled/risked again, next turn), or become one level Worse (and remain Out of Control).  For a ship to be "assisted" by another, both must be completely stopped and alongside.  A fleet uses either the Good or Poor damage control tables.  British (and other Commonwealth) ships always have Good damage control.  Good damage control starts in Jun40 for Germans, Jun42 for Italians, Sep42 for Americans.  Dutch, French, Japanese, Russian, etc., ships always have Poor damage control.

Once a ship's damage is under control, it can be repaired no further, but the owning player no longer has to roll the die for damage control.  When a ship's damage worsens, it remains out of control.  "W1-4" means to roll again, and only if that roll is a 1-4 does the damage worsen.  Otherwise, it remains Out of Control.  Rolling a 1 or 2 after an R3-6 result means the damage is instead only brought under Control.

VIII. Night Action and Radar:

  A. Night Detection:

    1. Visual:
      a. Japanese:  A Japanese Player may begin casting a die at 1:6 probability of detection of any undetected group of enemy ships at a range within 12,000 yds/meters of any group of his ships.  (Die rolls are cast for each independent group of ships, not for individual ships.)  At 6,000 yds, that probability increases to 50%, and at 1,500 yds detection becomes automatic.

      b. Others:  1:6 within 6,000 yds, 50% within 3,000 yds, and automatic at 1000 yds.

      c. Damaged ship:  A D or HD damaged ship can be seen at any range.

      d. Loss of contact:  If a detected (group of) ship(s) recedes beyond maximum visual range and contact is lost, the chances of regaining contact are increased by 1. 
Extreme range would thus be 2:6 and intermediate range would be 4:6.

    2. Radar:
... sometimes didn't work, even in ideal conditions away from land masses. 
Probabilities are always 1:6 per turn, regardless of the radar, unless the range
beyond the target ship to a land mass is less than the range between the ships
themselves ... in which case it is a 1:6 and then, if successful, a 2:6.
      a. Early (SC) radar's maximum range is 20,000 yds.
      b. Later (SG) radar's maximum range is 30,000 yds.

IX. Weather and Seas Effects:

  A. Visibility:  Good weather visibility is to 24,000 yds or the range of the best
gun battery on a ship suffering no worse than basic Damage, whichever is longer.  Poor
(weather) visibility has a maximum of 30,000 yds.  Bad visibility has a maximum of
20,000 yds.  For the latter two conditions, a die roll is made during the Weather
phase.  Rolls of 1 and 2 reduce the maximum visibility by 10,000 and 5,000 yds and 5
and 6 increase the maximum visibility by 5,000 and 6,000 yds, respectively, for just
that turn.

Divebombers cannot dive-bomb in Bad visibility.  They must glide-boomb and suffer the
same AA accuracy as torpedobombers.

  B. Seas ... could have a decisive effect on speed, gun accuracy, and even torpedo conditions.  (See a photo in Whitley's book about German WWII destroyer operations of two large German torpedo boats pounding through heavy seas, attempting to escape two British light cruisers.  They didn't make it.)

    1. Rough seas:
	Ships up through/including destroyer leader (DL with armor of 3) size their accuracy reduced by a factor of 1 and maximum speed reduced by one©third.

    2. Very rough seas:
	Ships up through DL size have their gunnery penalized by a factor of 2 and their
maximum speed cut in half.  Larger ships up through Heavy Cruiser (having 8"/5ªcaliber guns) size have their gunnery penalized by a factor of 1 and their maximum speed reduced by one-third.

  C. Note that while Visibility and Sea Conditions often correlate, such is not always true.  Those "Torpedobooten" were sunk on a sunny day in the Bay of Biscay.

X. Special Rules for Aerial and Submarine Operations:
While aerial and submarine operations are not the primary objective of NAVAL ACTION, they could be tactically significant, especially in World War II.

  A. Aerial Operations:

    1. Flying characteristics:

      a. Speed:  At speeds of 90-320 knots - 45-160 inches/cms - aircraft speeds are more important relative to each other than to ships.  Undamaged faster aircraft can
overtake or disengage from enemy aircraft at will.

      b. Air-to-air combat performance:  These are comparative also.  They are Equal, Better, and Much Better:  3:3, 4:2, and 5:1 shoot-down odds.
FOR EXAMPLE:  While Japanese Zeroes would be Much Better than American Devastator torpedobombers and Better than Buffalo fighters, Dauntless divebombers, or Avenger
torpedobombers, they would be only Equal to American Wildcats; and American Hellcat or Corsair fighters would be Better.  Use your common sense.

    2. Number of aircraft:  Each group of aircraft by type - fighter, divebomber, and torpedobomber - is divided into 6-plane elements, for the purposes of the game.  Combine numbers and round off fractions.  For example, during the Battle of Midway, ENTERPRISE, HORNET, and YORKTOWN had 14, 15, and 13 TBD Devastator torpedoplanes each, respectively, for a
total of 42.  Thus, ENTERPRISE and YORKTOWN would be assumed to have two 6-plane
torpedobomber elements each, while HORNET would have three (in its Torp Sqdrn 8).

    3. Aircraft missions:

      a. Combat Air Patrol:  Fighters and divebombers may be assigned to Combat Air Patrol:  defensive patrol for interception.  Divebombers may simultaneously serve on antisub patrol.

      b. Escort:  Fighters and divebombers may be assigned to escort torpedobombers and (other) divebombers into an attack, defending them from enemy CAP fighters.  Divebombers
so assigned may Ã ÃnotÄ Ä be loaded with bombs for attack themselves.

      c. Antisub patrol:  Divebombers may be assigned to antisub patrol and are assumed to be carrying depth charges (which they may jettison if called to CAP service).  Each divebomber
element so assigned is assumed to be carrying one depth charge pattern/attack.

      d. Bombing attacks:
NOTE:  A ship "maneuvering evasively" at more than 25 knots reduces bombing accuracy by 1 factor/column shift.

        1) Antiaircraft:  For each 4 3"/75mm©5.25"/130mm secondary/tertiary antiaircraft/"Dual Purpose" guns, a group of ships receives an antiaircraft factor of 1. Thus, just one American modern battleship with 20 5" DP guns would have an antiaircraft factor value of 5.  Antiaircraft gets to shoot at low level attackers - which include divebombers - after they attack, as well as before.

NOTE, HOWEVER:  If a group of aircraft is attacking a destroyer on the periphery of a task force, it can only be attacked by one-half those of larger-size - e.g., cruisers and battleships, battle cruisers, and aircraft carriers - ships in the group ... although all of its companion destroyers and smaller craft would get to shoot, of course.

				ANTIAIRCRAFT RESULTS TABLE
                   TOTAL ANTIAIRCRAFT VALUES OF SHIPS IN GROUP  
          Die Roll    3    7   12   18   27   42   Die Roll

              6       X    X    X    X   2X   3X       6
              5       -    X    X    X    X   2X       5
              4       -    -    X    X    X    X       4
              3       -    -    -    X    X    X       3
              2       -    -    -    -    -    X       2
              1       -    -    -    -    -    -       1
X means 1 group of 6 aircraft shot down.  For AA shooting at torpedobombers
and medium land bombers attacking at low level ... and for heavy bombers at
medium altitude ... read AA results one column to the right.  For AA shooting at
low level heavy bombers, read results 2 columns to the right.

        2) Divebombing:  A dive- or scout-bomber element which is loaded accordingly may attack.  Divebomber elements which survive enemy antiaircraft fire and CAP interception
attack using the 5-torpedo column of the Torpedo Fire Resolution table to determine the number of hits.  (Against ships moving over 24 and 31 knots, use the 3- and 2-torpedo columns, respectively.)  For American scoutbombers and other countries' divebombers, the damage of each hit is resolved using the Gunfire Penetration Table assuming a bomb "caliber" of 6.  For American divebombers, the bomb "caliber" is assumed to be 7.  If the target has "O"/old
armor, shift the result up one row on the penetration table.

        3) Torpedobombing attack:  Each surviving torpedobomber element may fire at a particular ship, using the Automatic Torpedo Fire Resolution rule.  Aerial torpedoes were typically very short-ranged:  about 2,500 yards - 8 inches/cms.  The number of hits is
determined, using the 4-torpedo attack table.  18" is the usual torrpedo size, for damage determination purposes.

        4) Horizontal bombing attack:  Such attacks may be made at High, Medium, or Low levels.  At High level, bombers are immune to antiaircraft fire (but not CAP interception).  At High altitude, each group of at least 12 bombers has a 1/6 chance of scoring a single 6-caliber hit.  At Medium altitude, each group of 6 bombers has that chance, and at low level, each group of 3 have that chance.

  B. Submarine Operations:

    1. In the case of a random appearance of a submarine:  The submarine©owning player picks a spot and rolls a die twice:  the first number rolled is which direction from the point - 0°, 60°, 120°, 180°, 240°, 300° - the submarine is located at.  The second number is how many feet (or decimeters) away from the point in that direction the submarine is spotted.  The speed and course of the submarine is up to the owning player, who immediately takes command of it.

    2. Submarine movement:  A submarine can move vertically, as well as horizontally.  Besides being on the surface, of course, its other depths can be is Periscope (P), Deep (D), DeepeR (R), DeepesT (T), or the Abyss (Ab).  It can only change from one depth level to the next
higher or lower in one turn.  For a German U-boat in the Abyss or any other nationality of sub in the DeepesT, the submarine's hull is crushed (and the submarine is sunk) on a two-dice roll of 2.  Only the owning player knows the submarine's actual depth.  A submarine's surface and submarine speeds are 16 and 8 knots.

    3. Submarine detection:  A submarine is automatically detected and may be attacked if the antisubmarine ship or aircraft can get to its location in the same turn it is detected.  The
source of a submarine's firing of torpedoes is considered its detected location, for attacking purposes.  Otherwise, the submarine must be detected by hydrophones/sound or asdic/sonar, but not both in the same turn.  Detection is attempted during the Gunfire Resolution Phase - a ship may not fire©©and the attack executed during the
Movement Phase.

      a. Hydrophones:  A sub is detected at the following depths with the following rolls - P and D/4-6, R/5-6, T/6.  Subtract 1, if the sub is going 4 knots or less.  Subtract 2 if the
sub is stopped.  The sub cannot be farther than 3,000 yards, horizontally.

      b. Sonar/Asdic:  A sub is detected at the following depths with the following rolls - P/4-6, D/3-6, R/4-6, T/5-6, Ab/6.  The sub cannot be closer than 3,000 yards.

    4. Antisubmarine operations:  "Antisubmarine ships" are defined as destroyer escorts, corvettes, sloops, frigates, or any destroyer specifically modified for antisub operations.

      a. Depth charging:  An antisubmarine ship must pass over the detected location of an enemy submarine, to attack it with depth charges.  The A/Sub commander declares which depth he is dropping his charges to.  Each A/Sub ship may make no more than one depth charge attack per turn.  If the submarine is at that depth, an odd-numbered die roll sinks the sub.  A fleet destroyer carries (an average of) 4 total depth charge patterns/attacks.  Any ship specifically designed for antisub work carries (an average of) 8 total patterns/attacks.

      b. Hedgehogging (for antisub ships, 1943 and on):  Again, the antisub ship must over the sub's position.  The sub is sunk by a die roll of 1-4 if it is (still) at Periscope depth, 1-3 at Deep depth, 1-2 at Deeper or Deepest depth.  The antisub ship carries (an average of) 4 total hedgehog patterns/attacks, of which only 1 per turn may be used.  Because hedgehogs were
contact-only weapons fired ahead of the attacking ship and depth charges were dropped in its wake, an antisub ship may make one antisub attack of each type per turn.

      c. Submarine "down-the-throat" shots against attacking antisub ships:  A submarine in the process of being attacked by an antisub ship may elect to make a desperation "down-the-throat" torpedo attack against an attacking antisub ship.  In this case, since the course of the target is known and at very close range, the torpedo hit table used is not halved because the sub is within 30° of the enemy ship's bow, as is normally the case.  However, if the submarine misses its depth is known to the surviving, depthbombing antisub (ASW) ship.


SHIP STATUS MASTER SHEET
(Make copies.)
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